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The purpose of this resolution is to support the removal and temporary storage of the Reed Gymnasium and Campus Recreation’s Bengal Tiger “Benny” due to its’ unseemly weathered appearance until a new location is determined.

WHEREAS: Idaho State University demands excellence in its outward appearance.

WHEREAS: Reed Gymnasium and Campus Recreation are areas of high traffic volume of students, faculty, and guests.

WHEREAS: The paper maché Bengal Tiger located near Reed Gymnasium and Campus Recreation has suffered damage over the years due to weather effects.

WHEREAS: A new bronze statue has been erected to be a permanent, withstanding representation of Bengal pride.

WHEREAS: A future permanent indoor location will be established for Reed Gymnasium and Campus Recreation’s Bengal Tiger “Benny” where it will be protected from weather effects.

WHEREAS: It is important to preserve this piece of Bengal history in a location where it will be protected.

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED: We, the Associated Students of Idaho State University Student Senate, are in support of removal and temporary storage of the Reed Gymnasium and Campus Recreation’s Bengal Tiger “Benny” until a new location is determined.
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